




























ANNOTATION 

Economic and financial crises overtaking the countries with transition econo-
mies lead to a necessity ot permanent search for ways of escaping out of critical situa-
tion and methods of carrying out reforms in society. Despite to the existing well-known 
approaches of transition from one economic system to another the transition to market 
economy being implemented in former socialist countries has no analogs in the world. 

The methods of economy stabilization applied by international institutions to 
countries of South America and South-East Asia are not folly applicable for such region 
as post soviet area. As practice showed Ihe selection of economy reforming policy de-
pends on national resources availability as well as methods and direction of economic 
reforms. 

Analysis of transition processes indicates that most of negatives of transition are 
linked with absence of developed market institutions; this impacts on the quality of re-
forms being implemented. The establishment of such institutions is impossible without 
active state interference, that's why the fondamental attention in this dissertation is paid 
to investigation of state regulation problems in transition economies, particularly, prob-
lems of financial and economic system of the K.yrgyz Republic. 

The instruments of state management being considered in this paper such as in-
dicative planning, state budget, monitoring system for economic and financial security 
are the regulators, which could help to ensure stability in economic development. 

The experience of economic reforms implementation in the Kyrgyz Republic 
showed that despite to the stabilization measures development the achievement of their 
effectiveness in most cases depends upon ability of the state to implement these meas-
ures with the help of economic regulators, to create necessary and sufficient conditions 
for their implementation For achievement of these purposes it is not wise to rely on 
spontaneous market, first of all, it's necessary to reinforce the institutional reforms be-
cause most of reform negatives are linked with absence of required market institutions 
and weakness of legislative basis. 

In this paper the issues of indicative planning in countries with transition 
economies, state regulation in transition period, methodology, theory and practice of 
indicative planning are being considered. The problems of interconnection of socio-
demographic, financial and economic indicators are being investigated also. In this as-
pect the conception of socio-demographic investments and their impact on budgetary 
policy has been developed Budget and budgetary policy is considered as one of state 
management regulators in the context of state role activation in implementing measures 
for economy stabilization. With this purpose the measures for budget equilibrium and 
transparency are proposed in this paper 

The recommendations on application of dissertation investigation results are 
given in this paper. 
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